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Chapter 1 : Megamorphs 2: In the time of Dinosaurs - The Animorphs Fan Forum
Megamorphs #2: In the Time of Dinosaurs is the second book in the Megamorphs series, a set of companion books to
the Animorphs series. With respect to continuity, it takes place between book #18, The Decision and book #19, The
Departure.

The Great Animorphs Re-read: We could blame everything that happened on Marco. He was the one who
heard about the downed submarine. He was the one who thought we should check it out. Everything was
going fine. An explosion that blows us millions of years back in time. Back to the age of dinosaurs. Our
biggest problem is we have no idea how to get back to our own time.. I have very clear memories of reading
and re-reading! Kind of an interesting choice. Often the default main character is Jake, and, as we will soon
learn, Tobias would make the most sense as a primary character for this book specifically. But we have Rachel
here. As the plot describes, the Animorphs here about a nuclear sub sinking off their local coastline. As
dolphins they help the divers locate the sub, but as they are retreating, it suddenly goes off and blows them all
into unconsciousness. When they wake up, they begin to notice some strange things. The water is more clear,
even after a bomb going off? All of this falls to the background when a gigantic sea creature shows up with
obvious plans to eat them. And it succeeds, managing to gobble down Rachel and Tobias before the others can
react. The rest of the manages to escape and make it to land. But they have bigger problems when they notice
a wide trail cut through the forest with some massive footprints along with it. The whole mystery is solved
once and for all when a T-Rex shows up and chases them. Marco almost gets eaten and is only saved by Ax
managing to slash up the T-Rex when it was distracted and taking it down. Cassie goes into survival mode at
this point, focusing on the practicalities of their situation. She instructs the others to cut shoes for themselves
using the T-Rex hide and to make a fire to cook some of the meat for them to eat. They camp out for the night,
scared and still grieving Rachel and Tobias. The fact that they have discovered where, and when, they are and
realized that the blast must have opened a Sario Rip that threw them to the past is of little comfort. Meanwhile,
after the injured sea monster beached itself, allowing Rachel and Tobias to escape to land, the two are
wandering around looking for the others. But he does have all the dino knowledge and is able to name the sea
creatures and figure out that they are in the late Cretaceous period. He read about and played with dinosaurs
when he stayed with his drunk uncle who would yell at him if he was noticed. Then he has her throw him up
in a tree, run, and morph grizzly. He manages to drop onto a raptor that passes beneath him and acquire it.
Then, getting lost in the morph, he runs to join the pack that has now surrounded grizzly! He attacks Rachel
and kills the raptor leader before coming to himself. He manages to force another raptor to allow Rachel to
acquire it and then they both escape. Rachel is grumpy and not pleased at all by the fact that Tobias attacked
her. They wander through the night. Jake, Marco, Cassie, and Ax sleep through the night in shifts. After it gets
dark, they notice a huge comet in the sky. This time Jake almost gets eaten, ending up partially swallowed and
only managing to escape by morphing tiger and slashing up its throat from inside. This injures the T-Rex
enough that they are all able to sneak up on it and acquire it one by one. Ax then informs them that the flash of
light was artificial, and they wander towards it. They come across a massive ravine and large valley that
shocks them with its contents: They morph bird and fly down to check it out. Meanwhile, Rachel and Tobias
run into yet another dinosaur predators, a Spinosaurus. It turns out that the alien is made up entirely of ants. Its
evil ant alien friends show up in a ship and start shooting at Rachel and Tobias. They flee and end up jumping
off the same ravine cliff that the others are now circling as birds. They land on a force field that is projected
above the alien city. The bird-morphed others happily reunite with Rachel and Tobias. Their happy little
reunion is interrupted by the strange crab-like aliens who live in the city in the valley. They call themselves
the Mercora, and through them the Animorphs learn about what exactly is going on. The Mercora had recently
settled on this planet after fleeing their own which was destroyed. The ant-aliens that Rachel and Tobias ran
into are a scavenger race called the Nesk that dislike all other sentient species and are trying to wipe out the
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Mercora. At the present, the two species are at a standoff. The Mercora are a very peaceful race, but they do
know the Nesk have powerful weaponry, so the Animorphs devise a plan to sneak into the Nesk base as
dinosaurs and steal a bomb to set off that would hopefully close the Sario Rip and jump them back to their
time. The team set off the next morning. Tobias and Rachel morph their raptors, and the rest go T-Rex. Cassie
struggles getting the morph under control and kills a triceratops. She has a bit of a break down, but gets it
together just in time. They manage to get the bomb, but not without alerting the Nesk who chase after them.
They only barely escape when the Mercora show up in a ship and whisk them back to the city. Tobias sees a
flash of light go off near the comet and knows what has happened. The Nesk have blown the comet closer to
Earth and it will now hit in a day or so, exactly on the Mercora city. The Mercora ask the Animorphs for the
bomb they stole so they can fly it up and repel the asteroid. After the Mercora have left with the bomb, Tobias
confesses that he had Ax rig the bomb not to blow. Jake and Cassie are furious, but Tobias explains that this
has to happen for humanity to exist. The time period is right and there is no evidence of the Mercora people,
so the asteroid that hit had to have hit the city. Ergo, it is this asteroid and it has to happen. They fly through
the night and then switch to dolphin and swim out to see right before it hits. They all expect to either die
immediately or have to suffer through the slow death of the planet. Instead, the blast closes the Sario Rip and
the group fast forwards through time, seeing the dinosaurs die off and humans evolve. They witness first hand
the vast difference in time spent on Earth: Upon return, none of them have their dinosaur morphs and more.
Towards the end of the book, Jake also acknowledges a sense of gratitude for Tobias making the decision to
rig the bomb not to explode. But I will ding him for not putting 2 and 2 together in the first place and being
one of the only two members of the group to vote to give over the bomb sincerely. Again, poor Rachel always
seems to take a beating in these Megamorph stories. Rachel, of course, drives forward with action, while
Tobias is more prone to thinking things through. The two work well together. I have to think that Applegate
was trying to make things up to poor Tobias who was literally written off the page as sleeping through most of
the action in the first Megamorphs book. Here, he really comes into his own. Not only does he know the most
about the time period and the dinosaurs in it, but he also proves to be the one best able to adapt to and
understand his new circumstances. He quickly evaluates the hunting style of the raptors that come after him
and Rachel and is able to think of an effective counter plan. And he steps up in the most major way when he
puts into motion the plan to rig the bomb not to explode. He knows the others will be angry, and he knows that
he is single-handedly dooming an entire species to die. In some ways, I think he would have been the strongest
leader from the beginning. Peace, Love, and Animals: After Tobias, Cassie also adapts best to the new world.
She knows the most about surviving in the wild and is the one that ends up mostly leading the second group of
characters. She is also the character to be most upset by the loss of Rachel and Tobias. Jake and Marco refer to
this in their chapters, but at every point, Cassie is feeling the loss most keenly. This just reinforces my view
that Cassie is at her best when her character is focused on her friendship with Rachel. This relationship reads
true and has a lot of depth. Plus, when they reunite, we get this fun moment: We were all treated to the utterly
bizarre sight of an osprey attempting to hug a dinosaur. When she breaks down after killing the triceratops, she
and Marco get into quite a spat about violence, humanity, and survival. They both take it pretty far. She says
some good things about humanity and our ability to look beyond simple survival. But she also recognizes what
Tobias has done when he confesses his plan. Why to be a jerk to someone who saved you from having to
make a tough call on your own.
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Chapter 2 : In the Time of Dinosaurs (Megamorphs) - The Full Wiki
Megamorphs #2: In the Time of Dinosaurs, published in May and written by K.A. Applegate, is the second book in the
Megamorphs series, a set of companion books to the Animorphs series. With respect to continuity, it takes place
between The Decision and The Departure.

Also apparently dinosaur morphs are impossible to control. Just forget about it. Rachel had the same problem
when she first went bear. Tobias almost eats Rachel while trying to save her. Also comet "Cassie, you and Ax
canâ€”" I stopped. I had looked up at the sky. In the last three hours it has grown noticeably larger. He was
outlined against the stars, a dark shadow with stalk eyes turning restlessly. First of all, the odds against any
particular comet hitting a particular planet are very large. Millions to one at the very least. Especially since
Earth is not large enough to exert much of a gravitational pull. Besides, the comet is now so close and moving
so quickly, I have been able to keep track of a rough trajectory. It will be very close. No more than one or two
diameters of Earth, perhaps. But I believe it will miss. If that is going to be important Ifi: We are in the last
age of the dinosaurs Ifi: Certainly has no bearing on us. Further proof that Tobias is the only one who ever
paid attention in elementary school. But not the flash of light? I assumed you knew. It was artificial in origin,
not natural. Or at least, made? The flash was not a naturally occurring phenomenon. It was all wrong for
lightning. That shocked us all. I would have thought it was a Dracon beam striking a target, only it was too
blue. Do me a favor. So, it turns out there are also aliens in this book. As opposed to Aunt aliens. Horrible
horrible ant aliens. It walked on two legs. It was rough-textured, like it had really chapped skin. It was reddish
in color. It had two big eyes and a small mouth, all of the same reddish-rust hue. It stood about eight feet tall.
It was carrying a weapon. From its head a pair of antennae, flexible as whips, grew and began waving toward
us. Satisfied after a few seconds of this, the antennae were retracted. What are you doing here? And how do
you speak our language? It slammed into the Nesk at his chest level. My tail broke him in two. The top half
simply fell off. But then my horror changed tone. The severed lower body seemed to be dissolving. Breaking
into thousands and tens of thousands of tiny squirming pieces! And the fallen upper body was still holding the
weapon. Raising it toward me again! No time for pity. I lunged, mouth wide-open. I bit down on that raised
hand. I felt a squirming in my mouth. I spit out the gun. It hit the dirt. My mouth was still alive with stinging
and burning. The tiny reddish body parts began to crawl out of my jaw, up onto my muzzle. Up where my
eyes could see them clearly. Then I remembered that smell. The acrid smell of a tunnel, the stink of deadly
automatons racing to tear me apart. The Nesk was made up of millions and millions of ants. So, the
implication here is that earth ants are actually the decedents of sapient aliens. Where did bees and wasps and
other insects tangentially related to ants come from? Did the Nesk have some cousins that decided to come by
on vacation, or something? I just assumed they were made of something that just happened to resemble what
ants would become or something Ifi: Though Rachel said they smelled the same so Ifi: Well, they both have
formic acid, which has a pretty distinctive smell. Had to be, what, twelve hours? So the Nesk are gigantic
dicks but there is also another species of alien here Ifi: Well, they have force fields. They are called the
Mercora Ifi: They invented broccoli Ifi: Because this is one of those books Adam: Again, so where did
cauliflower come from? But anyway, as they all meet the Mercora, they manage to get reunited with Tobias
and Rachel, who had previously been attacked by a Spinosaurus Ifi: And so now everybody has a bunch of
asymmetrical crab-butlers. They want this planet for themselves. We do not wish to leave. This is our world
now. Our original planet was destroyed when our sun was drawn toward a black hole. We are all that is left of
the Mercora. And we cannot leave this planet. Not that we would ever wish to. And it will be our home
forever. Which is our name forâ€”" Suddenly she fell silent and looked shocked. Tobias was staring intensely
at her. A whisper the Mercora could not hear. No one tells them this is our planet. Slowly, understanding
dawned on me. The Mercora were wrong: They were destined either to leaveâ€¦or to be destroyed. Was
perhaps a bit cold. There now, would that have been so hard? Just remember to warn everyone. I could
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honestly imagine that the Mercora and the Chee would become best buds Ifi: You know for a lousy muddy
planet out in the corner of nowhere, Earth gets a lot of traffic Adam: In scifi land, it is in the middle of the
universe. Yes, but we need to inflate our egos a bit Ifi: Ax says we need one to recreate the Sario rift and blah
blah blah we remember all this from The Forgotten.
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In the Time of Dinosaurs (Animorphs Megamorphs #2) and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle.
Learn more Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App.

Due to some unexplained side effect of the Sario Rip , the Animorphs are unable to morph into dinosaurs upon
returning to their present time. Trivia Promotional poster for Megamorphs This marks the third time in the
series that the Animorphs travel through time, following The Stranger and The Forgotten , and the second time
they travel to the past. This is also the fourth time Tobias has time traveled, and the third time he has time
traveled to the past, as Tobias briefly visited the past in The Change. Megamorphs 2 was originally a big
summer event for Animorphs. There was a lot of advertising put into it months before its release, with posters
and special book stands for book sales that were given out. It also stands as the only Megamorphs to have
seven versions of its cover, each with a different color front, which reflected to a different Animorph in the
inside cover: The seventh inside cover consisted of all of their covers combined in a two-by-three grid. Ax and
Tobias are the only two who are not shown in a stage of mid-morph in the inside covers because their natural
bodies are the forms they typically use in combat, and thus do not have a unique battle morph. Applegate
alluded that the Nesk who left Earth eventually became modern day Earth ants. On p51, Tobias says that the
only morph that he has that would be useful on land and against predators would be his human morph ,
although he possesses a Hork-Bajir morph. This was most likely the morph he attempted to use to escape from
the Kronosaurus. Given the rules of morphing and the rules of time traveling this series has presented, there is
no logical reason given as to why Tobias was unable to fix his broken wing through morphing. Immediately
after Jake and Marco go to sleep, Cassie and Ax notice a comet. When Jake wakes up later, he asks how long
he has been asleep, to which Ax replies that an hour and fifty-two minutes have passed. Jake then notices the
comet, and Ax replies that it he has observed significant changes to the comet in the last three hours. Ax have
not have been able to observe a comet for three hours if he had only noticed it, or had time to observe it, for
barely two hours. However, in the previous book The Decision , Ax did remark that his human friends had a
tendency to misdirect thought-speak thus not keeping their conversations private. On p, Marco remarks that
Tobias is speaking up for the first time, regarding the debate on raiding the Nesk base. However, Tobias was
the first one to chime in, on p There is a missing thought-speak sign in the second paragraph on p Tobias
refers to the Kronosaurus and the Elasmosaurus as dinosaurs, but they are actually pliosaurs.

Chapter 4 : The Great Animorphs Re-read: Megamorphs #2 â€œIn the Time of Dinosaursâ€• â€“ The Libra
Thought-Speak is a nostalgia podcast dedicated to two grown men diving back into the books of their childhood and
seeing what holds up. Everything from Animorphs to Ender's Game, you can bet.

Chapter 5 : In the Time of Dinosaurs by Katherine Applegate | LibraryThing
So this is the one where the Animorphs get blown back in time 65 million years by a nuclear explosion, and they fight
dinosaurs and almost get eaten a bunch of times and discover that the Earth wasn't always as alien free as we thought.

Chapter 6 : List of Animorphs books - Wikipedia
Megamorphs> #2: In the Time of Dinosaurs is the second book in the Megamorphs> series, a set of companion books
to the Animorphs series. With respect to continuity, it takes place between book #18, The Decision and book #19, The
Departure.
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Chapter 7 : Megamorphs | Seerowpedia | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The Animorphs encounter a number of dinosaurs, including the Tyrannosaurus rex, which Ax barely manages to kill and
they build the first ever intenchanaly made fire, cook the first ever cooked food, and hear the first ever complaint about
food (on Earth by Humans anyway).>.

Chapter 8 : In the Time of Dinosaurs | Revolvy
In the Time of Dinosaurs (Animorphs Megamorphs, 2) by Applegate, Katherine and a great selection of similar Used,
New and Collectible Books available now at blog.quintoapp.com

Chapter 9 : Megamorphs #2 In The Time of Dinosaurs - Fans of the Animorphs
time they try to breathe?> Marco asked. Rachel pointed out. <There's bound to.
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